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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
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Coaches of U.S. squads at the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta understood the
importance of building effective teams.1 Talented groups that failed to develop
teamwork were typically eliminated early in the competition. As Steven
Segaloff, coxswain of the eight-man boat for the men’s rowing team, com-

mented, “Rowing takes chemistry to the nth degree because if
a single guy has an off day, we lose.” After an early victory,
Segaloff observed, “We calmed one another down, kept each
other focused, and worked in near perfect harmony.”

Many of the coaches began building their teams long
before they arrived in Atlanta. For instance, the women’s vol-
leyball team (see photo) went to Hawaii a few months earlier
for a team-bonding rope-climbing course. The women’s gym-
nastic team held pizza parties and sock hops.

The challenge facing coaches was finding the right bal-
ance between allowing individuals to show their unique talents
while, at the same time, minimizing grudges, big egos, person-
ality conflicts, and misunderstandings. The strongest teams
successfully balanced the “I” and the “we.” “Players who lose
their individuality inside the team become weaknesses
because they don’t have a sense of their unique role,” says a

sports psychologist. “That means they tend to hesitate and not assert them-
selves when their particular abilities are called for.” Women’s basketball coach
Tar VanDerveer met one-on-one with each team member regularly before the
games to talk about the player’s aspirations. “It’s better to have everything out
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in the open, so we know where everyone’s coming from and there are no hid-
den agendas,” she explains. Coaches of the women’s field hockey team coun-
seled each player so she understood what her particular role would be. And
that role wasn’t always athletic. A player might be invaluable as the team
clown who brings levity to tense situations or the team confidant who can offer
good advice.

Individual attitudes are also critical for team success. Women’s soccer
coach Tony DiCicco said he sent the obvious choice for one bottom position
on the national team home in 1995 because, even though she wouldn’t have
played much, she still could have thrown teamwork off with her negative, con-
frontational manner. However, he put her on the ’96 Olympic team—not
because of better skills but because her attitude improved.

Coaches were also clear to differentiate between friendships and good
team chemistry.They didn’t want to build cliques of best buddies. Such cliques
can undermine performance because people who like one another often go
along with one another’s lousy ideas in order to keep relations amicable.
“Great chemistry is the ability to get through the good, the bad, and the ugly
on an even keel,” said women’s field hockey coach Pam Hixon. “And the only
way to do that is to air all conflict and resolve it as soon as possible.” ◆
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Coaches of athletic teams have long understood the importance
of building teamwork. However, that hasn’t necessarily been
true for business firms. One reason, of course, is that business

organizations have traditionally been organized around individuals.
That’s no longer true. Teams have increasingly become the primary
means for organizing work in contemporary business firms.

Why Have Teams Become So Popular?
Twenty years ago, when companies like Volvo, Toyota, and General
Foods introduced teams into their production processes, it made
news because no one else was doing it. Today, it’s just the opposite.
(See Exhibit 8-1.) It’s the organization that doesn’t use teams
that has become newsworthy. Pick up almost any business
periodical today and you’ll read how teams have become an
essential part of the way business is being done in companies
like General Electric, AT&T, Hewlett-Packard, Motorola,
Apple Computer, Shiseido, Federal Express, Chrysler, Saab,
3M Co., John Deere, Texas Instruments, Australian Airlines,
Johnson & Johnson, Dayton Hudson, Shenandoah Life
Insurance Co., Florida Power & Light, and Emerson Electric. Even the
world-famous San Diego Zoo has restructured its native habitat zones
around cross-departmental teams.
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Number of Employees
100– 500– 1,000– 2,500– 10,000

All sizes 499 999 2,499 9,900 or More

Percentage of U.S.
organizations in which
some employees are
members of a working
group identified as a
team 78 77 84 82 83 83
In organizations that
have teams, average
percentage of
employees who are
members 61 65 48 40 49 52
Based on a cross section of 1,800 U.S. organizations with 100 or more employees.

Source: Training, October 1995, p. 72.

Exhibit 8-1 Teams in Practice
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In 1992, Texaco Inc. appointed Stephen J.
Hadden as assistant manager of its declin-
ing century-old Kern River (California) oil

field. His task was to help breathe new life into
its operations.

The turnaround began with an experiment
that Hadden conducted in 1992 and early 1993.
He assembled a group of 25 engineers, geolo-
gists, and technicians, putting them through a
nine-month brainstorming session. The objec-
tive: to propose ways to improve operations. He
was impressed with the number and quality of
their suggestions. In 1994, when Hadden was
promoted to the field’s top-management spot,
he decided his people were capable of operating

under a team system. So he abolished the opera-
tion’s old hierarchical lines of authority.

He told workers and managers alike that shar-
ing ideas, not protecting turf, should become
their number-one priority. He created 62 teams
of nine members each, including foremen and
production engineers, technicians, geologists,
field workers, and even outside contractors.
Many were assigned to two or more teams. Each
group was responsible for a certain number of
wells. The teams began meeting each morning to
discuss problems and new ideas for solving them.
On the job, employees were given new powers to
act on their own and the freedom to communi-
cate with other departments without manage-

OB in the News 
Teamwork in the Oil Fields
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ment approval. Hadden also gave the teams
unrestricted access to a new central computer
that stored data on all aspects of operations.

“You challenge the way you’ve thought
about everything before,” says the assistant
division manager. “The question that was
asked repeatedly was, ‘Have we exhausted
every opportunity?’”

The team system has resulted in a minor mir-
acle. Production, which had slipped to 80,000
barrels a day in the early 1990s, increased to
91,000 by 1995, and was on its way toward sur-
passing 100,000 by 1998. Kern River has
increased its recovery rate to 66 percent of all
oil from 50 percent, and expects to push it up

to 80 percent. Officials say they’re also tapping
oil that had been missed in previous extraction
efforts. In three years, production per worker
has surged from 150 barrels a day to 250. And
Texaco has raised its estimate of recoverable oil
at Kern River by 66 million barrels, giving the
field another decade of production.

“We’re getting oil that we never knew was
there,” says the president of Texaco Exploration
and Production. “It’s become a growth opportu-
nity. It’s hard to believe.”

Based on A. Salpukas, “New Ideas for U.S. Oil,” New York
Times, November 16, 1995, p. C1.

Take It to the Net

We invite you to visit the Robbins page on the Prentice Hall Web site at:

http://www.prenhall.com/robbinsorgbeh

for this chapter’s World Wide Web exercise.
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How do we explain the current popularity of teams? The evi-
dence suggests that teams typically outperform individuals when
the tasks being done require multiple skills, judgment, and expe-
rience.2 As organizations have restructured themselves to compete
more effectively and efficiently, they have turned to teams as a
way to better utilize employee talents. Management has found
that teams are more flexible and responsive to changing events
than are traditional departments or other forms of permanent
groupings. Teams have the capability to quickly assemble, deploy,
refocus, and disband.

But don’t overlook the motivational properties of teams.
Consistent with our discussion in Chapter 6 of the role of employee
involvement as a motivator, teams facilitate employee participation
in operating decisions. For instance, some assembly-line workers at
John Deere are part of sales teams that call on customers.3 These
workers know the products better than any traditional salesperson;
and by traveling and speaking with farmers, these hourly workers
develop new skills and become more involved in their jobs. So
another explanation for the popularity of teams is that they are an
effective means for management to democratize their organizations
and increase employee motivation.
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Teams vs. Groups: What’s the Difference?
Groups and teams are not the same thing. In this section, we want
to define and clarify the difference between a work group and a
work team.4

In the last chapter, we defined a group as two or more individu-
als, interacting and interdependent, who have come together to
achieve particular objectives. A work group is a group that inter-
acts primarily to share information and to make decisions to help
each member perform within his or her area of responsibility.

Work groups have no need or opportunity to engage in collec-
tive work that requires joint effort. So their performance is merely
the summation of each group member’s individual contribution.
There is no positive synergy that would create an overall level of
performance that is greater than the sum of the inputs.

A work team generates positive synergy through coordinated
effort. Their individual efforts results in a level of performance that
is greater than the sum of those individual inputs. Exhibit 8-2 high-
lights the differences between work groups and work teams.

These definitions help clarify why so many organiza-
tions have recently restructured work processes around
teams. Management is looking for that positive synergy
that will allow their organizations to increase performance.
The extensive use of teams creates the potential for an orga-
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work group
A group that interacts pri-
marily to share information
and toomake decisions to
help each other perform
within his or her area of
responsibility.

work team
A group whose individual
efforts result in a performance
that is greater than the sum of
those individual inputs.

◆ A work team generates
positive synergy through
coordinated effort.
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nization to generate greater outputs with no increase in inputs.
Notice, however, we said “potential.” There is nothing inherently
magical in the creation of teams that ensures the achievement of
this positive synergy. Merely calling a group a team doesn’t auto-
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Work groups Work teams

Goal

Synergy

Accountability

Skills

Share information

Neutral (sometimes negative)

Individual

Random and varied

Collective performance

Positive

Individual and mutual

Complementary

Exhibit 8-2
Comparing Work Groups and Work Teams
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matically increase its performance. As we show later in this chapter,
successful or high-performing teams have certain common charac-
teristics. If management hopes to gain increases in organizational
performance through the use of teams, it will need to ensure that
its teams possess these characteristics.

Types of Teams
Teams can be classified based on their objective. The three most
common forms of teams you’re likely to find in an organization are
problem-solving teams, self-managed teams, and cross-functional teams
(see Exhibit 8-3).

Problem-Solving Teams
If we look back 15 years or so, teams were just beginning to grow in
popularity, and most of these teams took similar form. These were
typically composed of 5 to 12 hourly employees from the same
department who met for a few hours each week to discuss ways of
improving quality, efficiency, and the work environment.5 We call
these problem-solving teams.

In problem-solving teams, members share ideas or offer sugges-
tions on how work processes and methods can be improved. Rarely,
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problem-solving teams
Groups of 5 to 12 employees
from the same department who
meet for a few hours each
week to discuss ways of
improving quality, efficiency,
and the work environment.
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however, are these teams given the authority to unilaterally imple-
ment any of their suggested actions.

One of the most widely practiced applications of problem-solv-
ing teams during the 1980s were quality circles.6 As described in
Chapter 6, these are work teams of eight to ten employees and
supervisors who have a shared area of responsibility and meet reg-
ularly to discuss their quality problems, investigate causes of the
problems, recommend solutions, and take corrective actions.
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Exhibit 8-3
Three Types of Teams
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Self-Managed Work Teams
Problem-solving teams were on the right track but they didn’t go far
enough in getting employees involved in work-related decisions
and processes. This led to experimentations with truly autonomous
teams that could not only solve problems but implement solutions
and take full responsibility for outcomes.

Self-managed work teams are groups of employees (typically
10 to 15 in number) who take on the responsibilities of their former
supervisors.7 Typically, this includes planning and scheduling of
work, collective control over the pace of work, making operating
decisions, and taking action on problems. Fully self-managed work
teams even select their own members and have the members evalu-
ate each other’s performance. As a result, supervisory positions take
on decreased importance and may even be eliminated. At GE’s loco-
motive-engine plant in Grove City, Pennsylvania, there are about 100
self-managed teams and they make most of the plant’s decisions.
They arrange the maintenance, schedule the work, and routinely
authorize equipment purchases. One team spent $2 million and the
plant manager never flinched. At the L-S Electrogalvanizing Co., in
Cleveland, the entire plant is run by self-managed teams. They do
their own scheduling, rotate jobs on their own, establish production
targets, set pay scales that are linked to skills, fire co-workers, and do
the hiring. “I never meet a new employee until his first day on the
job,” says the plant’s general manager.8
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self-managed work
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Groups of 10 to 15 people
who take on responsibilities
of their former supervisors.
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Xerox, General Motors, Coors Brewing, PepsiCo, Hewlett-
Packard, Honeywell, M&M/Mars, and Aetna Life are just a few famil-
iar names that have implemented self-managed work teams.
Approximately one in five U.S. employers now uses this form of
teams and experts predict that 40 to 50 percent of all U.S. workers
could be managing themselves through such teams by decade’s end.9

Business periodicals have been chock full of articles describing
successful applications of self-managed teams. Texas Instruments’
defense group gives self-directed teams credit for helping it win the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award and for allowing it to
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When the San Diego Zoo reorganized exhibits into
bioclimatic zones that integrate animals and plants
in cageless areas resembling their native habitat, it
also changed the way employees work. Instead of
working the traditional way, where keepers tend
the animals and gardeners tend the plants, the zoo
formed self-managed teams that are responsible for
operating and maintaining their exhibit. The Tiger
River team shown here includes mammal and bird
specialists, horticulturalists, and maintenance and
construction workers. Self-managed teams are help-
ing the zoo achieve two of its key goals: enriching
the visitor experience and improving employees’
quality of work life.
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achieve the same level of sales with 25 percent fewer employees.10

Aid Association for Lutherans, one of the largest insurance and
financial service companies in the United States, claims that self-
managed teams were primarily responsible for helping to increase
employee satisfaction and allowing the company to increase busi-
ness volume by 50 percent over a four-year period while cutting
work force staff by 15 percent.11 The Edy’s Grand Ice Cream plant
in Fort Wayne, Indiana, introduced self-managed teams in 1990,
and attributes to them the plant’s 39 percent reduction in costs and
57 percent increase in productivity.12

In spite of these impressive stories, a word of caution needs to be
offered here. Some organizations have been disappointed with the
results from self-managed teams. For instance, employees at Douglas
Aircraft Co. (part of McDonnell Douglas), which has been undergo-
ing large layoffs, have revolted against self-managed teams. They’ve
come to view cooperating with the team concept as an exercise in
assisting one’s own executioner.13 The overall research on the effec-
tiveness of self-managed work teams has not been uniformly posi-
tive.14 For example, individuals on these teams do tend to report
higher levels of job satisfaction. However, counter to conventional
wisdom, employees on self-managed work teams seem to have
higher absenteeism and turnover rates than do employees working
in traditional work structures. The specific reasons for these findings
are unclear, which implies a need for additional research.
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Cross-Functional Teams
The Boeing Company used the latest application of the team concept
to develop its 777-jet. This application is called cross-functional
teams. These are teams made up of employees from about the same
hierarchical level, but from different work areas, who come together
to accomplish a task.15

Many organizations have used horizontal, boundary-spanning
groups for years. For example, IBM created a large task force in the
1960s—made up of employees from across departments in the
company—to develop the highly successful System 360. And a
task force is really nothing other than a temporary cross-func-
tional team. Similarly, committees composed of members from
across departmental lines are another example of cross-functional
teams.

But the popularity of cross-discipline work teams exploded in
the late 1980s. All the major automobile manufacturers— includ-
ing Toyota, Honda, Nissan, BMW, GM, Ford, and Chrysler—have
turned to these forms of teams in order to coordinate complex pro-
jects. For example, the Neon, Chrysler’s ground-breaking subcom-
pact, was developed completely by a cross-functional team. The
new model was delivered in a speedy 42 months and for a fraction
of what any other manufacturer’s small car has cost.16

Motorola’s Iridium Project illustrates why so many companies
have turned to cross-functional teams.17 This project is developing a
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same hierarchical level, but
from different work areas,
who come together to
accomplish a task.

task force
A temporary cross-functional
team.

committees
Groups made up of members
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huge network that will contain 66 satellites. “We realized at the
beginning that there was no way we could manage a project of this
size and complexity in the traditional way and still get it done on
time,” says the project’s general manager. For the first year and a half
of the project, a cross-functional team of 20 Motorola people met
every morning. This has since been expanded to include diverse
expertise from people in dozens of other companies as well, such as
McDonnell Douglas, Raytheon, Russia’s Khrunichev Enterprise,
Lockheed Martin, Scientific-Atlanta, and General Electric.

In summary, cross-functional teams are an effective means for
allowing people from diverse areas within an organization (or even
between organizations) to exchange information, develop new
ideas and solve problems, and coordinate complex projects. Of
course, cross-functional teams are no picnic to manage.18 Their
early stages of development are often very time consuming as mem-
bers learn to work with diversity and complexity. It takes time to
build trust and teamwork, especially among people from different
backgrounds, with different experiences and perspectives. Later in
this chapter, we’ll discuss ways managers can help facilitate and
build trust among team members.
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Linking Teams and Group Concepts:
Toward Creating High-Performance Teams
In the previous chapter, we introduced a number of basic group
concepts. Let’s now build on that introduction and look at how our
knowledge of group processes can help us create more effective or
high-performance teams.19

Size of Work Teams
The best work teams tend to be small. When they have more than
about 10 to 12 members, it becomes difficult to get much done.
Group members have trouble interacting constructively
and agreeing on much. Large numbers of people usually
can’t develop the cohesiveness, commitment, and mutual
accountability necessary to achieve high performance. So in
designing effective teams, managers should keep them to
under a dozen people. If a natural working unit is larger and
you want a team effort, consider breaking the group into subteams.

Abilities of Members
To perform effectively, a team requires three different types of skills.
First, it needs people with technical expertise. Second, it needs people
with the problem-solving and decision-making skills to be able to iden-
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tify problems, generate alternatives, evaluate those alternatives, and
make competent choices. Finally, teams need people with good lis-
tening, feedback, conflict resolution, and other interpersonal skills.20

No team can achieve its performance potential without devel-
oping all three types of skills. The right mix is crucial. Too much of
one at the expense of others will result in lower team performance.
But teams don’t need to have all the complementary skills in place
at their beginning. It’s not uncommon for one or more members to
take responsibility to learn the skills in which the group is deficient,
thereby allowing the team to reach its full potential.

Allocating Roles and Promoting Diversity
Teams have different needs, and people should be selected for a
team on the basis of their personalities and preferences. High-per-
forming teams properly match people to various roles. For example,
the basketball coaches who continually win over the long term
have learned how to size up prospective players, identify their
strengths and weaknesses, and then assign them to positions that
best fit with their skills and allow them to contribute most to the
overall team’s performance. Coaches recognize that winning teams
need a variety of skills—for example, ball handlers, power scorers,
three-point shooters, defensive specialists, and shot blockers.

We can identify nine potential team roles (see Exhibit 8-4).
Successful work teams have people to fill all these roles and have
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(London: Mercury Books,
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selected people to play in these roles based on their skills and pref-
erences.21 (On many teams, individuals will play multiple roles.)
Managers need to understand the individual strengths that each
person can bring to a team, select members with their strengths in
mind, and allocate work assignments that fit with members’ pre-
ferred styles. By matching individual preferences with team role
demands, managers increase the likelihood that the team members
will work well together.

Having a Commitment to a Common Purpose
Does the team have a meaningful purpose to which all members
aspire? This purpose is a vision. It’s broader than specific goals.
Effective teams have a common and meaningful purpose that pro-
vides direction, momentum, and commitment for members.

The development team at Apple Computer that designed the
Macintosh, for example, was almost religiously committed to creat-
ing a user-friendly machine that would revolutionize the way peo-
ple used computers. Production teams at Saturn Corp. are driven
and united by the common purpose of building an American auto-
mobile that can successfully compete in terms of quality and price
with the best of Japanese cars.

Members of successful teams put a tremendous amount of time
and effort into discussing, shaping, and agreeing upon a purpose
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that belongs to them both collectively and individually. This com-
mon purpose, when accepted by the team, becomes the equivalent
of what celestial navigation is to a ship captain—it provides direc-
tion and guidance under any and all conditions.

Establishing Specific Goals
Successful teams translate their common purpose into specific,
measurable, and realistic performance goals. Just as we demon-
strated in Chapter 5 how goals lead individuals to higher perfor-
mance, goals also energize teams. These specific goals facilitate clear
communication. They also help teams maintain their focus on get-
ting results. Thermos Corp., for example, created a cross-functional
team in the fall of 1990 with the specific task of designing and
building an innovative barbecue grill.22 They agreed that they
would create a new grill that looked like a handsome piece of fur-
niture, didn’t require pollutants like charcoal lighter, and cooked
food that tasted good. The team also agreed on a rock-solid dead-
line. They wanted to have their grill ready for the big National
Hardware Show in August 1992. So they had a little less than two
years to plan, design, and build their new product. And that’s
exactly what they did. They created the Thermos Thermal Electric
Grill, which has since won four design awards and become one of
the most successful new product launches in the company’s history.
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Leadership and Structure
Goals define the team’s end targets. But high-performance teams
also need leadership and structure to provide focus and direction.
Defining and agreeing upon a common approach, for example,
ensures that the team is unified on the means for achieving its
goals.

Team members must agree on who is to do what and ensure
that all members contribute equally in sharing the workload.
Additionally, the team needs to determine how schedules will be
set, what skills need to be developed, how the group will resolve
conflicts, and how the group will make and modify decisions.
Agreeing on the specifics of work and how they fit together to inte-
grate individual skills requires team leadership and structure. This,
incidentally, can be provided directly by management or by the
team members themselves as they fulfill promoter, organizer, pro-
ducer, maintainer, and linker roles (refer back to Exhibit 8-4).

Social Loafing and Accountability
We learned in the previous chapter that individuals can hide inside
a group. They can engage in social loafing and coast on the group’s
effort because their individual contributions can’t be identified.
High-performing teams undermine this tendency by holding them-
selves accountable at both the individual and team level.
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Successful teams make members individually and jointly
accountable for the team’s purpose, goals, and approach. They are
clear on what they are individually responsible for and what they
are jointly responsible for.
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Performance goals energized this
team of Mattel toy designers. It had
just five months to design and
develop a new car for the Hot
Wheels line so it could be shown at
the New York Toy Fair. While most
toy cars take 18 months to perfect,
this team of artists, designers, and
computer experts developed the new
Top Speed model in time to unveil it
to the 20,000 buyers who attended
the toy show.
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Appropriate Performance Evaluation 
and Reward Systems
How do you get team members to be both individually and jointly
accountable? The traditional, individually oriented evaluation and
reward system must be modified to reflect team performance.23

Individual performance evaluations, fixed hourly wages, indi-
vidual incentives, and the like are not consistent with the develop-
ment of high-performance teams. So in addition to evaluating and
rewarding employees for their individual contributions, manage-
ment should consider group-based appraisals, profit sharing, gain-
sharing, small-group incentives, and other system modifications
that will reinforce team effort and commitment.

Developing High Mutual Trust
High-performance teams are characterized by high mutual trust
among members. That is, members believe in the integrity, charac-
ter, and ability of each other. But as you know from personal rela-
tionships, trust is fragile. It takes a long time to build, can be easily
destroyed, and is hard to regain.24 Also, since trust begets trust and
distrust begets distrust, maintaining trust requires careful attention
by management.

Recent research has identified five dimensions that underly the
concept of trust (see Exhibit 8-5):25
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trust
A characteristic of high-perfor-
mance teams where members
believe in the integrity, charac-
ter, and ability of each other.
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◆ Integrity: Honesty and truthfulness
◆ Competence: Technical and interpersonal knowledge and skills
◆ Consistency: Reliability, predictability, and good judgment in

handling situations
◆ Loyalty: Willingness to protect and save face for a person
◆ Openness: Willingness to share ideas and information freely
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ConsistencyLoyalty

Openness
Trust

Exhibit 8-5
Dimensions of Trust

integrity
Honesty and truthfulness.

competence
Technical and interpersonal
knowledge and skill.

consistency
Reliability, predictability, and
good judgment in handling
situations.

loyalty
Willingness to protect and
save face for a person.

openness
Willingness to share ideas
and information freely.
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In terms of trust among team members, it’s been found that
the importance of these five dimensions is relatively constant:
integrity . competence . loyalty . consistency . openness.26

Moreover, integrity and competence are the most critical charac-
teristics that an individual looks for in determining another’s
trustworthiness. Integrity seems to be rated highest because
“without a perception of the other’s ‘moral character’ and ‘basic
honesty,’ other dimensions of trust were meaningless.”27 The high
ranking of competence is probably due to the need for peer inter-
action by team members in order to successfully complete their
job responsibilities.

Turning Individuals into Team Players
To this point, we’ve made a strong case for the value and
growing popularity of teams. But many people are not
inherently team players. They’re loners or people who want
to be recognized for their individual achievements. There
are also a great many organizations that have historically
nurtured individual accomplishments. They have created
competitive work environments where only the strong sur-
vive. If these organizations adopt teams, what do they do about the
selfish, “I-got-to-look-out-for-me” employees that they’ve created?
And finally, as we discussed in Chapter 4, countries differ in terms
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◆ Integrity and competence
are the most critical
characteristics in determining
another’s trustworthiness.
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of how they rate on individualism and collectivism. Teams fit well
with countries that score high on collectivism. But what if an orga-
nization wants to introduce teams into a work population that is
made up largely of individuals born and raised in a highly individ-
ualistic society? As one writer so aptly put it, in describing the role
of teams in the United States: “Americans don’t grow up learning
how to function in teams. In school we never receive a team report
card or learn the names of the team of sailors who traveled with
Columbus to America.”29 This limitation would obviously be just as
true of Canadians, British, Australians, and others from highly indi-
vidualistic societies.

The Challenge
The previous points are meant to dramatize that one substantial
barrier to using work teams is individual resistance. An employee’s
success is no longer defined in terms of individual performance. To
perform well as team members, individuals must be able to com-
municate openly and honestly, to confront differences and resolve
conflicts, and to sublimate personal goals for the good of the team.
For many employees, this is a difficult—sometimes impossible—
task. The challenge of creating team players will be greatest where
(1) the national culture is highly individualistic and (2) the teams
are being introduced into an established organization that has his-
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Managers and team leaders
have a significant impact
on a team’s trust climate.

As a result, managers and team lead-
ers need to build trust between them-
selves and team members. The fol-
lowing summarizes ways you can
build trust.28

Demonstrate that you’re working for
others’ interests as well as your own. All
of us are concerned with our own
self-interest, but if others see you
using them, your job, or the organi-
zation for your personal goals to the
exclusion of your team, department,
and organization’s interests, your
credibility will be undermined.

Be a team player. Support your
work team both through words and
actions. Defend the team and team
members when they’re attacked by

outsiders. This will demonstrate your
loyalty to your work group.

Practice openness. Mistrust comes as
much from what people don’t know
as from what they do know.
Openness leads to confidence and
trust. So keep people informed,
explain your decisions, be candid
about problems, and fully disclose
relevant information.

Be fair. Before making decisions or
taking actions, consider how others
will perceive them in terms of objec-
tivity and fairness. Give credit where
it’s due, be objective and impartial in
performance evaluations, and pay
attention to equity perceptions in
reward distributions.

Speak your feelings. Managers and
leaders who convey only hard facts
come across as cold and distant. By

From Concepts to Skills

Building Trust
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sharing your feelings, others will see
you as real and human. They will
know who you are and will increase
their respect for you.

Show consistency in the basic values
that guide your decision making.
Mistrust comes from not knowing
what to expect. Take the time to
think about your values and beliefs.
Then let them consistently guide
your decisions. When you know your
central purpose, your actions will fol-
low accordingly, and you’ll project a
consistency that earns trust.

Maintain confidences. You trust
those you can confide in and rely on.

So if people tell you something in
confidence, they need to feel assured
that you won’t discuss it with others
or betray that confidence. If people
perceive you as someone who “leaks”
personal confidences or someone
who can’t be depended upon, you
won’t be perceived as trustworthy.

Demonstrate competence. Develop
the admiration and respect of others
by demonstrating technical and pro-
fessional ability and good business
sense. Pay particular attention to
developing and displaying your com-
munication, team-building, and
other interpersonal skills.

torically valued individual achievement. This describes, for
instance, what faced managers at AT&T, Ford, Motorola, and other
large U.S.-based companies. These firms prospered by hiring and
rewarding corporate stars, and they bred a competitive climate that
encouraged individual achievement and recognition. Employees in
these types of firms can be jolted by this sudden shift to the impor-
tance of team play.30 One veteran employee of a large company,
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who had done very well by working alone, described the
experience of joining a team: “I’m learning my lesson. I just
had my first negative performance appraisal in 20 years.”31

On the other hand, the challenge for management is less
demanding when teams are introduced where employees
have strong collectivist values—such as in Japan or Mexico—
or in new organizations that use teams as their initial form for struc-
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◆ Americans don’t grow up
learning how to function in
teams.

NASA knows that turning individuals into
team players takes time and training.
Astronauts are high-achieving individuals
who undergo an extremely competitive
selection process to become astronauts.
But when they become part of a shuttle
crew, they must work harmoniously with
other crew members to achieve their
mission’s goal. NASA shapes astronauts
into team players by training them to
work together—including brushing their
teeth together—every day for a year or
two before their shuttle mission. By
stressing that the mission’s success
depends on teamwork, NASA teaches
astronauts how to compromise and make
decisions that benefit the entire team.
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turing work. Saturn Corp., for instance, is an American organization
owned by General Motors. The company was designed around teams
from its inception. Everyone at Saturn was initially hired with the
knowledge that they would be working in teams. The ability to be a
good team player was a basic hiring qualification that all new employ-
ees had to meet.

Shaping Team Players
The following summarizes the primary options managers have for
trying to turn individuals into team players.

SELECTION Some people already possess the interpersonal skills
to be effective team players. When hiring team members, in addi-
tion to the technical skills required to fill the job, care should be
taken to ensure that candidates can fulfill their team roles as well as
technical requirements.

Many job candidates don’t have team skills. This is especially
true for those socialized around individual contributions. When
faced with such candidates, managers basically have three options.
The candidates can undergo training to “make them into team
players.” If this isn’t possible or doesn’t work, the other two options
are to transfer the individual to another unit within the organiza-
tion, without teams (if this possibility exists); or don’t hire the can-
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didate. In established organizations that decide to redesign jobs
around teams, it should be expected that some employees will resist
being team players and may be untrainable. Unfortunately, such
people typically become casualties of the team approach.

TRAINING On a more optimistic note, a large proportion of
people raised on the importance of individual accomplishment can
be trained to become team players. Training specialists conduct
exercises that allow employees to experience the satisfaction that
teamwork can provide. They typically offer workshops to help
employees improve their problem-solving, communication, negoti-
ation, conflict-management, and coaching skills. Employees also
learn the five-stage group development model described in Chapter
7. At Bell Atlantic, for example, trainers focus on how a team goes
through various stages before it finally gels. And employees are
reminded of the importance of patience—because teams take
longer to make decisions than if employees were acting alone.32

Emerson Electric’s Speciality Motor Division in Missouri, for
instance, has achieved remarkable success in getting its 650-mem-
ber work force not only to accept, but to welcome, team training.33

Outside consultants were brought in to give workers practical skills
for working in teams. After less than a year, employees have enthu-
siastically accepted the value of teamwork.
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REWARDS The reward system needs to be reworked to encour-
age cooperative efforts rather than competitive ones. For instance,
Hallmark Cards, Inc. added an annual bonus based on achievement
of team goals to its basic individual-incentive system. Trigon Blue
Cross Blue Shield changed its system to reward an even split
between individual goals and teamlike behaviors.34

Promotions, pay raises, and other forms of recognition should
be given to individuals for how effective they are as a collaborative
team member. This doesn’t mean individual contribution is
ignored; rather, it is balanced with selfless contributions to the
team. Examples of behaviors that should be rewarded include train-
ing new colleagues, sharing information with teammates, helping
to resolve team conflicts, and mastering new skills that the team
needs but in which it is deficient.

Lastly, don’t forget the intrinsic rewards that employees can
receive from teamwork. Teams provide camaraderie. It’s exciting and
satisfying to be an integral part of a successful team. The opportu-
nity to engage in personal development and to help teammates grow
can be a very satisfying and rewarding experience for employees.

Contemporary Issues in Managing Teams
In this section, we address three issues related to managing teams: (1)
How do teams facilitate the adoption of total quality management?
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(2) What are the implications of work force diversity on team perfor-
mance? and (3) How does management reenergize stagnant teams?

Teams and Total Quality Management
One of the central characteristics of total quality management
(TQM) is the use of teams. But why are teams an essential part of
TQM?

The essence of TQM is process improvement, and employee
involvement is the linchpin of process improvement. In other
words, TQM requires management to give employees the encour-
agement to share ideas and act on what they suggest. As one author
put it, “None of the various TQM processes and techniques will
catch on and be applied except in work teams. All such techniques
and processes require high levels of communication and contact,
response and adaptation, and coordination and sequencing. They
require, in short, the environment that can be supplied only by
superior work teams.”35

Teams provide the natural vehicle for employees to share ideas
and to implement improvements. As stated by Gil Mosard, a TQM
specialist at McDonnell Douglas: “When your measurement system
tells you your process is out of control, you need teamwork for
structured problem solving. Not everyone needs to know how to do
all kinds of fancy control charts for performance tracking, but
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everybody does need to know where their process stands so they
can judge if it is improving.”36 Examples from Ford Motor Co. and
Amana Refrigeration, Inc. illustrate how teams are being used in
TQM programs.37

Ford began its TQM efforts in the early 1980s with teams as the
primary organizing mechanism. “Because this business is so com-
plex, you can’t make an impact on it without a team approach,”
noted one Ford manager. In designing its quality problem-solving
teams, Ford’s management identified five goals. The teams should
(1) be small enough to be efficient and effective; (2) be properly
trained in the skills their members will need; (3) be allocated
enough time to work on the problems they plan to address; (4) be
given the authority to resolve the problems and implement correc-
tive action; and (5) each have a designated “champion” whose job
it is to help the team get around roadblocks that arise.

At Amana, cross-functional task forces made up of people from
different levels within the company are used to deal with quality
problems that cut across departmental lines. The various task forces
each have a unique area of problem-solving responsibility. For
instance, one handles in-plant products, another deals with items
that arise outside the production facility, and still another focuses
its attention specifically on supplier problems. Amana claims the
use of these teams has improved vertical and horizontal communi-
cation within the company and substantially reduced both the
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number of units that don’t meet company specifications and the
number of service problems in the field.

Teams and Work Force Diversity
Managing diversity on teams is a balancing act (see Exhibit 8-6).
Diversity typically provides fresh perspectives on issues but it makes
it more difficult to unify the team and reach agreements.

The strongest case for diversity on work teams is when these
teams are engaged in problem-solving and decision-making tasks.38
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Advantages Disadvantages

Multiple perspectives Ambiguity
Greater openness to new ideas Complexity
Multiple interpretations Confusion
Increased creativity Miscommunication
Increased flexibility Difficulty in reaching a single agreement
Increased problem-solving skills Difficulty in agreeing on specific actions
Source: Adapted from N.J. Adler, International Dimensions of Organizational Behavior, 2nd ed. (Boston:
PWS-Kent, 1991), p. 99.

Exhibit 8-6 Advantages and Disadvantages of Diversity
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Heterogeneous teams bring multiple perspectives to the discussion,
thus increasing the likelihood that the team will identify creative or
unique solutions. Additionally, the lack of a common perspective
usually means diverse teams spend more time discussing issues,
which decreases the chances that a weak alternative will be chosen.
However, keep in mind that the positive contribution that diversity
makes to decision-making teams undoubtedly declines over time.
As we pointed out in the previous chapter, diverse groups have
more difficulty working together and solving problems, but this dis-
sipates with time. Expect the value-added component of diverse
teams to increase as members become more familiar with each
other and the team becomes more cohesive.

Studies tell us that members of cohesive teams have greater sat-
isfaction, lower absenteeism, and lower attrition from the group.39

Yet cohesiveness is likely to be lower on diverse teams.40 So here is
a potential negative of diversity: It is detrimental to group cohe-
siveness. But again, referring to the last chapter, we found that the
relationship between cohesiveness and group productivity was
moderated by performance-related norms. We suggest that if the
norms of the team are supportive of diversity, then a team can max-
imize the value of heterogeneity while, at the same time, achieving
the benefits of high cohesiveness.41 This makes a strong case for
team members to participate in diversity training.
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Reinvigorating Mature Teams
Just because a team is performing well at a given point in time is no
assurance that it will continue to do so.42 Effective teams can
become stagnant. Initial enthusiasm can give way to apathy. Time
can diminish the positive value from diverse perspectives as cohe-
siveness increases.

In terms of the five-stage development model introduced in the
previous chapter, teams don’t automatically stay at the “performing
stage.” Familiarity breeds apathy. Success can lead to complacency.
And maturity brings less openness to novel ideas and innovation.

Mature teams are particularly prone to suffer from groupthink.
Members begin to believe they can read everyone’s mind so they
assume they know what everyone is thinking. As a result, team
members become reluctant to express their thoughts and less likely
to challenge each other.

Another source of problems for mature teams is that their early
successes are often due to having taken on easy tasks. It’s normal for
new teams to begin by taking on those issues and problems that
they can handle most easily. But as time passes, the easy problems
become solved and the team has to begin to confront more difficult
issues. At this point, the team has typically developed entrenched
processes and routines, and members are reluctant to change the
“perfect” system they’ve already worked out. The results can often
be disasterous. Internal team processes no longer work smoothly.
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Communication bogs down. Conflicts increase because problems
are less likely to have obvious solutions. And team performance can
drop dramatically.

What can be done to reinvigorate mature teams? We can offer
four suggestions: (1) Prepare members to deal with the problems of matu-
rity. Remind team members that they’re not unique—all successful
teams have to confront maturity issues. They shouldn’t feel let down
or lose their confidence in the team concept when the initial eupho-
ria subsides and conflicts surface. (2) Offer refresher training.
When teams get into ruts, it may help to provide them with
refresher training in communication, conflict resolution,
team processes, and similar skills. This can help members
regain confidence and trust in one another. (3) Offer
advanced training. The skills that worked with easy problems
may be insufficient for more difficult ones. So mature teams
can often benefit from advanced training to help members
develop stronger problem-solving, interpersonal, and technical
skills. (4) Encourage teams to treat their development as a constant learn-
ing experience. Like TQM, teams should approach their own develop-
ment as part of a search for continuous improvement. Teams should
look for ways to improve, to confront member fears and frustrations,
and to use conflict as a learning opportunity.
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Summary and Implications for Managers
Few trends have influenced employee jobs as much as the massive
movement to introduce teams into the workplace. The shift from
working alone to working on teams requires employees to cooper-
ate with others, share information, confront differences, and subli-
mate personal interests for the greater good of the team.

High-performing teams have been found to have common
characteristics. They tend to be small. They contain people with
three different types of skills: technical, problem solving and deci-
sion making, and interpersonal. They properly match people to var-
ious roles. These teams have a commitment to a common purpose,
establish specific goals, and have the leadership and structure to
provide focus and direction. They also hold themselves accountable
at both the individual and team levels by having well-designed
evaluation and reward systems. Finally, high-performing teams are
characterized by high mutual trust among members.

Because individualistic organizations and societies attract and
reward individual accomplishment, it is more difficult to create
team players in these environments. To make the conversion, man-
agement should try to select individuals with the interpersonal
skills to be effective team players, provide training to develop team-
work skills, and reward individuals for cooperative efforts.
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Once teams are mature and performing effectively, manage-
ment’s job isn’t over. This is because mature teams can become
stagnant and complacent. Managers need to support mature teams
with advice, guidance, and training if these teams are to continue
to improve.

For Review

1. How can teams increase employee motivation?
2. Contrast self-managed and cross-functional teams.
3. List and describe nine team roles.
4. How do high-performing teams minimize social loafing?
5. How do high-performing teams minimize groupthink?
6. What are the five dimensions that underly the concept of trust?
7. Under what conditions will the challenge of creating team play-

ers be greatest?
8. What role do teams play in TQM?
9. Contrast the pros and cons of having diverse teams.

10. How can management invigorate stagnant teams?
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For Discussion

1. Don’t teams create conflict? Isn’t conflict bad? Why, then,
would management support the concept of teams?

2. Are there factors in the Japanese society that make teams more
acceptable in the workplace than in the United States or
Canada? Explain.

3. What problems might surface in teams at each stage in the five-
stage group development model?

4. How do you think member expectation might affect team per-
formance?

5. Would you prefer to work alone or as part of a team? Why? How
do you think your answer compares with others in your class?
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The Value of Teams

The value of teams is now well known.
Let’s summarize the primary benefits
that experts agree can result from the

introduction of work teams.
Increased employee motivation. Work teams

enhance employee involvement. They typi-
cally make jobs more interesting. They help
employees meet their social needs. They also
create social pressures on slackers to exert
higher levels of effort in order to remain in
the team’s good graces. Consistent with the
research on social facilitation, individuals
are likely to perform better when they’re in
the presence of other people.

Higher levels of productivity. Teams have the
potential to create positive synergy. In recent
years, the introduction of teams in most
organizations has been associated with cuts
in staff. What management has done is to
use the positive synergy to get the same or
greater output from fewer people. This trans-
lates into higher levels of productivity.

Increased employee satisfaction. Employees
have a need for affiliation. Working in teams
can help meet this need by increasing

worker interactions and creating cama-
raderie among team members. Moreover,
people who are part of a satisfying team cli-
mate cope better with stress and enjoy their
jobs more.

Common commitment to goals. Teams encour-
age individuals to sublimate their individual
goals for those of the group. The process of
developing a common purpose, committing to
that purpose, and agreeing upon specific
goals—combined with the social pressures
exerted by the team—result in a high unity of
commitment to team goals.

Improved communication. Self-managed
teams create interpersonal dependencies that
require members to interact considerably
more than when they work on jobs alone.
Similarly, cross-functional teams create inter-
functional dependencies and increase organi-
zationwide communication.

Expanded job skills. The implementation of
teams almost always comes with expanded
job training. Through this training, employ-
ees build their technical, decision-making,
and interpersonal skills.

Organizational flexibility. Teams focus on
processes rather than functions. They encour-
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age cross-training, so members can do each
other’s jobs, and expansion of skills. It’s not
unusual for compensation on teams to be
based on the number of skills a member has
acquired. This expansion of skills increases
organizational flexibility. Work can be reorga-
nized and workers allocated, as needed, to
meet changing conditions.

Does the introduction of teams always
achieve these benefits? No! For instance, a
study by Ernst & Young found that forming
teams to investigate and improve products
and processes led to measurable improve-
ment only in organizations that were per-
forming poorly in their markets in terms of
profit, productivity, and quality.* In medium-
performing companies, the study found, bot-
tom-line results were unaffected by team
activities. In high-performing companies, the

introduction of new team-based work sys-
tems actually lowered performance.

There are obviously contingency factors
that influence the acceptance and success of
teams. Some examples might be: tasks that
benefit from combining multiple skills; when
the market will pay a premium for improved
quality or innovation; with employees who
value continual learning and enjoy complex
tasks; and where management–employee
relations already have a strong basis of
mutual trust. Nevertheless, we can’t ignore
the reality that the team movement currently
has tremendous momentum and reflects
management’s belief that teams can be suc-
cessful in a wide range of settings.

*Cited in R. Zemke, “Rethinking the Rush to Team
Up,” Training, November 1993, p. 56.
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The Tyranny of a Team
Ideology

Beliefs about the benefits of teams have
achieved an unquestioned place in the
study of organizations. But teams are

no panacea. Let’s take a critical look at four
of the assumptions that seem to underly this
team ideology.

Mature teams are task oriented and have suc-
cessfully minimized the negative influences of
other group forces. Task-oriented teams still
experience antitask behavior, and indeed have
much in common with other types of groups.
For instance, they often suffer from infighting
over assignments and decision outcomes, low
participation rates, and member apathy.

Individual, group, and organizational goals
can all be integrated into common team goals.
Contrary to what team advocates assume,
people are not so simply motivated by the
sociability and self-actualization supposedly
offered by work teams. These teams suffer
from competitiveness, conflict, and hostility.
And rarely do team members support and
help one another as difficult ideas and issues
are worked through. Additionally, contrary

to the notion that teams increase job satis-
faction, the evidence suggests that individu-
als experience substantial and continuing
stress as team members. Rarely is the team
experience satisfying. Moreover, certain types
of workers and certain types of work are bet-
ter suited to solitary work situations, and
individuals with particular work styles will
never perform well on a team. For the hard-
driving, competitive person who thrives on
individual achievement, the cult of the team
player is likely to produce only frustration
and stress.

Participative or shared leadership is always
effective. The team ideology oversimplifies
the requirement for leadership. It downplays
the importance of leadership by suggesting
that high-performing teams can dispense
with, or ignore, leadership concerns. It
assumes that the team’s commitment to a
common goal unites all team action and
thus reduces the need for leadership. Group
process theorists are unanimous that all
groups will experience phases of identifying
with, rejecting, and working through rela-
tions with authority. This process cannot be
eliminated simply by eliminating leaders
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from groups. The abdication of leadership
can, in effect, paralyze teams.

The team environment drives out the sub-
versive forces of politics, power, and conflict
that divert groups from efficiently doing their
work. Recipes for effective teams rate them
on the quality of decision making, com-
munication, cohesion, clarity and accep-
tance of goals, acceptance of minority
views, and other criteria. Such recipes
betray the fact that teams are made up of
people with self-interests who are prepared
to make deals, reward favorites, punish
enemies, and engage in similar behaviors
to further those self-interests. The result is
that teams are political entities, where
members play power games and engage in
conflicts. Neither training nor organiza-
tional actions will alter the intrinsically
political nature of teams.

The argument here has been that the team
ideology, under the banner of benefits for all,

ignores that teams are frequently used to cam-
ouflage coercion under the pretense of main-
taining cohesion; conceal conflict under the
guise of consensus; convert conformity into a
semblance of creativity; delay action in the
supposed interests of consultation; legitimize
lack of leadership; and disguise expedient
arguments and personal agendas. Teams do
not necessarily provide fulfillment of individ-
ual needs, nor do they necessarily contribute
to individual satisfaction and performance or
organizational effectiveness. On the contrary,
it’s likely that the infatuation with teams and
making every employee part of a team results
in organizations not getting the best perfor-
mance from many of their members.

Based on A. Sinclair, “The Tyranny of a Team Ideol-
ogy,” Organization Studies, Vol. 13, No. 4 (1992), pp.
611–26.
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Learning about Yourself Exercise

Do Others See Me as Trustworthy?

To get some insight into how others may view your trustworthiness,
complete this questionnaire. First, however, identify the person
that will be evaluating you (i.e., a work colleague, friend, supervi-
sor, team leader).

Use the following scale to score each question:

Strongly Strongly
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Agree

Score

1. I can be expected to play fair. ______
2. You can confide in me and know I will keep what’s told 

to me in confidence. ______
3. I can be counted on to tell the truth. ______
4. I would never intentionally misrepresent my point of 

view to others. ______
5. If I promise to do a favor, I can be counted on to carry 

out that promise. ______
6. If I have an appointment with someone, I can be counted 

on to show up promptly. ______
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7. If I’m lent money, I can be counted on to pay it back as 
soon as possible. ______
Turn to page 1482 for scoring directions and key.

Source: Based on C. Johnson-George and W.C. Swap, “Measurement of Specific Interpersonal Trust:
Construction and Validation of a Scale to Assess Trust in a Specific Other,” Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology, December 1982, pp. 1306–17.

XEL Communications

XEL Communications is a small fish in a big pond. The company
employs 180 people and manufactures custom circuit boards. It com-
petes against the likes of Northern Telecom and AT&T.

Bill Sanko and his partners bought the company from GTE Corp.
GTE is its major customer, but Bill wants to cut down its dependence
on GTE. He needs to sell more to the Baby Bells and to big industrial
customers that operate their own phone systems.

Bill’s problem is that to compete successfully for new business he
has to dramatically improve XEL’s agility. He wants lightning turn-
around of orders, quicker than any big company could manage. He
wants speedy response to customer needs. All done with close atten-
tion to cost. Unfortunately, XEL is not designed for speed or flexibil-
ity. Its costs are also too high to give the firm a competitive advantage.

For example, on the shop floor, it takes XEL eight weeks to get a
product through the production cycle—from start-up to finished
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product. This ties up a lot of money in inventory and frustrates cus-
tomers who want quick delivery. Sanko believes that high-perform-
ing teams could cut this down to four days or less. The company’s
structure is also burdensome. Line workers report to supervisors, who
report to unit or departmental managers, who report on up the lad-
der to Sanko and a crew of top executives. This high vertical structure
delays decision making and increases expenses. “If a hardware engi-
neer needs some software help, he goes to his manager,” Sanko says.
“The manager says, ‘Go write it up.’ Then the hardware manager
takes the software manager to lunch and they talk about it.”

Sanko has decided to reorganize his company around self-man-
aged teams. He thinks a well-designed team structure can help him
better satisfy his customers by cutting cycle time from eight weeks
down to four days, significantly improve quality, cut assembly costs
by 25 percent, and reduce inventory costs by 50 percent. Ambitious
goals? You bet! But Bill Sanko thinks it’s possible. Moreover, achiev-
ing these goals might be necessary if his company is to survive.

Questions

1. Describe, in detail, the steps you think Sanko should take in
planning and implementing self-managed teams.

2. What problems should Sanko be on the lookout for?

Source: Based on J. Case, “What the Experts Forgot to Mention,” INC., September 1993, pp. 66–78.
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Assembly Line Teams at Square D

Square D is a manufacturer of electrical equipment. Its Lexington,
Kentucky, plant introduced teams in 1988 in order to improve qual-
ity, speed orders, and increase productivity.

Every day begins with a team meeting at the Lexington plant.
The 800 employees are divided into 20- to 30-person self-managed
teams. Each team is like its own little factory within the factory.
Team members control their own work and make decisions without
checking with management. The teams are fully responsible for
their products from start to finish.

The decision by management to introduce teams in 1988 was-
n’t made in a vacuum. Management recognized that employees
would need training in order to effectively convert from a system
where people did narrow, specialized tasks on an assembly line and
never saw the finished product they were working on. That training
has included exercises to help employees learn how to work as part
of a team, solve problems, handle new technology, and service cus-
tomers better. The plant continues to spend 4 percent of its payroll
on training.

The results at Lexington are impressive. Employees no longer
have to wait for maintenance personnel when equipment breaks
down. They’ve been trained in maintenance and can fix their own
machines. Employees exhibit newfound pride in their work and
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greater commitment to doing a good job. And management is
pleased with the 75 percent reduction in the rejection rate and the
ability to process orders in an average of three days versus six weeks
under the old system.

Questions

1. Not all efforts to introduce teams are successful. Is there any-
thing in the case of Square D that suggests why this program is
doing so well?

2. What is there about team processes that can explain how self-
managed teams could dramatically cut rejection rates and pro-
cessing time from what had existed previously with high spe-
cialization?

Source: Based on “Assembly Line Teams Are Better Trained and More Efficient,” ABC World News
Tonight; aired February 24, 1993.
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